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Upcoming 
      Events:

1

APRIL SALON SPECIAL

Salon Gift Certificates Available!

Premiere Fitness Now Offers 
Silver Sneakers!

               

ALCOHOL AWARENESS MONTH
                                                                                                                              

Seniors and Alcohol:

Growing older brings on many changes:

 •Changes in Health, Lifestyle, Roles and Support
 •Growing older often brings physical pain and loss of mobility
 •Growing older can be stressful and loneliness is common
 
Alcohol and prescription drug problems, among adults 60 and older is one of the fastest growing 
health problems facing the country. Yet, the situation remains underestimated, underidentified, 
underdiagnosed, and undertreated.
 
Result:  Thousands of older adults who need treatment and do not receive it.
 
Alcohol and drug problems among older adults is something few want to talk about, deal with, 
even treat! The reasons for this silence are varied:

 •Health care providers tend to overlook alcohol or drug problems among older people, 
mistaking the symptoms for dementia, depression, or other problems common to older adults.
 •Older adults are more likely to hide their alcohol or drug use and less likely to seek 
professional help.
 •Many relatives of older individuals with substance use disorders, particularly their adult 
children, are living in denial or ashamed of the problem and choose not to address it.
 
The real issue – alcoholism and/or alcohol dependency – is overlooked and not treated properly 
and effectively.
 
FACT:  4 out of 5 seniors seeking treatment for substance abuse have problems with alcohol vs. 
other types of drugs 

Source: http://www.ncadd.org/index.php/learn-about-alcohol/seniors-vets-and-women/196-alcohol-and-senior
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    Lunch ‘n Learn
         Monday, April 14th                                                         
             Noon - 1:00 pm
                 Angel Griffith
                    Learn the benefits of yoga and how           
                      simple meditation and breathing 
                          techniques can add to your health and 
                            well being.  
      
                                  Dinner with a Doc
                                    Thursday, April 24 at 6 p.m. 
                                      ACMC Solarium
                                        ACMC Surgeon 
                                         Evangelos Bibidakis, MD
                                          Topic is: Hiatal hernia, reflux disease      
                                            and heartburn, medical and 
                                             surgical options                                        
                                              The cost is $15 per person. 
                                                Call 440-997-6555 to reserve a               
                                                 seat at the table. 
                                                  Register by Monday, April 21

                                                    Fresh Produce Delivered
                                                     At Premiere!
                                                      Blue Sky Green Fields is 
                                                      delivering the freshest 
                                                       selection of fruits and      
                                                       vegetables you’ll find 
                                                        anywhere. Register at 
                                                        www.blueskygreenfields.com.  
                                                        

                                                                                                          

PREFERRED VENDORS:
CARPET CLEANING SERVICE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Rachael Merlene - Stanley Steemer 
FLOORING  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Ale Ferrell - CarpetMart

CORPORATE WELLNESS PARTNERS:
MFG, Grand River Rubber, Chromaflo, Martini’s, Ashtabula County, Zehrco, Ashtabula Area City Schools, Gabriel 
Performance Products, St. John School, All-Pro Transport, Inc., Premix

20% off leg wax or bikini wax

20% off full foil or an all over color

Free gloss with any cut and color

Expires April 30, 2014



Monthly 
Specials  
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We Are Here 
To Help!
Do you have a 
question for a 

Personal Trainer or      
Group Fitness 

Instructor?  Submit 
your question to the 

front counter and 
one of our trainers 

or instructors will be  
happy to give you an 

answer. Your question 
may also be featured 

in an upcoming 
newsletter!

                                                     

                              
 

Angel Griffith
Featured Instructor

of the Month

        FEATURED TRAINER
continued from page 1 

For example, older men and women often experience feeling lonely after the death of a spouse. Grieving is normal but 
often it is accompanied by increased alcohol use. Many seniors rely on alcohol to reduce the feelings of loneliness, fear 
and anxiety associated with loss and other life stressors. Feeling isolated leads to increased drinking. If there are friends 
around who see their fellow senior using more alcohol, they tend to stay away. This only causes more isolation and more 
heavy drinking.
 
According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the American Geriatrics Society, people 
65 or older are engaged in risky drinking if they consume more than seven alcoholic drinks per week or more than three 
drinks on a single day. It is highly recommended that the single-occasion drink limit should be no more than two drinks 
for men and one drink for women.
 
FACT:  9% of Medicare beneficiaries (age 65 and older) drink more than 30 drinks a month and more than 4 drinks in any 
one occasion.
 
Drinking at an older age can have additional negative effects, such as:

 •Complicate treatment for medical conditions;
 •Cause a range of medical problems associated with alcoholism
 •Reduce the ability to function;
 •Increase the risk of accidents or falling down;
 •Negatively interact with prescription medications.
 
Prescription Drugs:  People 65 and older consume more prescribed and over-the-counter medications than any other age 
group in the United States. Prescription drug misuse and abuse is prevalent among older adults not only because more 
drugs are prescribed to them but also because, as with alcohol, aging makes the body more vulnerable to drugs’ effects.  
And, the use of alcohol with prescription medications brings added health risks.

There many treatment options. Since 1981, ACMC’s Glenbeigh alcohol and drug treatment centers have helped more 
than 50,000 individuals and families overcome the struggle and pain of addiction. We recognize that the person’s entire 
life is harmfully affected by alcohol and drug abuse, including work, family and personal life. At Glenbeigh, individuals 
suffering from drug or alcohol addiction are not only treated; they are listened to, accepted and understood.
 
Glenbeigh treatment centers employ a highly experienced staff of physicians, nurses, certified chemical dependency 
counselors, psychiatrists, licensed independent social workers, and clergy. We believe that a holistic approach to drug 
and alcohol addiction treatment that includes the body, mind and spirit is essential to lasting recovery.
 
Located in Northeast Ohio, Glenbeigh is a not-for-profit drug and alcohol rehabilitation specialty hospital and treatment 
center. Our mission is to provide the highest quality care and support to individuals and their families suffering from drug 
or alcohol addiction. We count on generous support from community donors who want to make a difference in the lives of 
those who suffer from drug and alcohol addiction. Make a life-saving donation.

 

        Don’t miss our monthly Lunch ‘n Learn series on Monday,                  
      April 14th from noon until 1. Angel Griffith will be demonstrating     
   a “Come As You Are Yoga” class. Learn the benefits of yoga and how   
simple meditation and breathing techniques can add to your health      
and well being.  

 LUNCH ‘n LEARN

“DOZEN” IT FEEL GREAT CLUB WINNER!
  Congratulations to the March “Dozen” it Feel Great winner Michael Colby! How Do I Join The     
  “Dozen It Feel Great!” Club? Simply workout 12 or more times per month. We will draw a lucky    
    winner each month for a special gift. Every month you workout 12 or more times, you will receive   
      an entry for the annual grand prize, a FREE ONE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP! 

5 Half-Hour Personal Training
Sessions With Angel Only $99! (Save $25!)

First-time clients only. Offer expires April 30, 2014

    CLUB REPAIRS INCREASING
       Since the beginning of the year, several treadmills have been down because members wore the same      
     shoes to work out as they wore outside. The debris – even the smallest pebble – can get under the       
    deck of a treadmill and damage the motor. Not only does this make equipment unavailable for use, it      
    also puts a financial burden on Premiere. The repairs to treadmills in the past few months have totaled    
   well over $3,000. This does not include the repair costs of other equipment that also was damaged by    
   improper footwear.

  There has also been damage to the group fitness rooms. We have had to repair walls because members    
  have been kicking  and throwing balls and other equipment against the wall. We’ve also had to replace    
  the lights several times in the back room because members are intentionally throwing the ball at the    
  ceiling lights. These repairs are also costly and the destruction interferes with the enjoyment of the     
  club.

   Finally, although signs have been posted members continue to put water on the rocks in the men’s   
   sauna. This causes damage, shorts the circuit and creates yet another costly repair. The sauna in the     
   men’s locker room is a dry sauna; it is not designed to be used with water and doing so creates a fire    
    hazard. If this continues, we may be forced to shut down the sauna in the men’s locker room.

     If you see a member being destructive to the facility or equipment, please notify a Premiere staff            
     member immediately. If we continue to incur these damages, we may be forced to increase dues to     
      cover the additional costs of the repairs. This is your club. Treat it with the same respect you would    
       expect from guests in your home. 


